January 24  Patriot, Veteran, All-American

  Every Day Is a Gift  Tammy Duckworth

February 28  World War II *

  Grenade  Alan Gratz
  Excerpts from: Descent into Hell
  Ryukyu Shimpo
  Translated by: Mark Ealey & Alastair Mc Lauchlan

March 28  African Americans Serving WWII

  Sisters in Arms  Kaia Alderson

April 25  Recent Wars: Iraq and Afghanistan *

  The Operator: Firing the Shots
  That Killed Osama Bin Laden
  and My Years as a Navy Seal

  Robert O'Neill

May 23  Vietnam

  The Mountains Sing  Nguyen Phan Que Mai

*As we discussed, if The Operator is easily available we will do that book in February and Grenade and the handouts in April.